6 Days Phnom Penh – Rattanakiri – Mondulkiri
Validity: Till 20 Jan 2018
DAY 1: PICK UP - PHNOM PENH
After your breakfast, our tour guide and driver will meet you and start tour to visit the ROYAL PALACE,
SILVER PAGODA, NATIONAL MUSEUM of Archaeology and PHSAR TMEI (Central Market) depending of
the time of arrival.
Overnight in Phnom Penh
DAY 2: PHNOM PENH – KRATIE - RATANAKIRI (B)
Breakfast, departure by car and English speaking guide to BANLUNG capital of Rattanakiri. On the way
we will stop at KRATIE is a small town with some colonial houses. You can see Mekong Irrawaddy
Dolphins. Visit to the region by car, and start small boat to see these large freshwater DOLPHINS.
Overnight in Rattanakiri
DAY 3: BANLUNG (B)
Breakfast, Ratanakiri region of Cambodia is a very isolated and little visited. Tribes of different ethnic
groups in village’s particular constructions, roads or dirt tracks off a lot of red dust, or become filled with
ruts and very slippery in the rain. forest rubber and pepper plantations, In the morning, early, visit with
the guide of BANLUNG MARKET, a particular market who start every morning very early, different
ethnicities (Kroeung, Tompuon, Jarai), to sell or exchange their products, vegetables, gathering in forest,
game, etc.. These ethnic groups are very recognizable with a small round wicker basket that women
wear on their backs or in front of them for the market. Then starting with car and guide for the village of
SAI VOEUNE a track uncomfortable. This village is composed of several communities, Chinese, Laotian
and Tompuon. Departure by boat on the river Se San, to visit a village tribe where Tompuon practice
funeral statuary (Totem wooden statue in the likeness of the deceased, installed in a "graveyard"). And
then discover the volcanic lake YEAK LOM-shaped crater 5 km from Banlung, a circular lake which date
from 700,000 years ago and is believed to originate from a falling meteorite. It is sacred belief of the
tribes of Ratanakiri.
Overnight in Rattanakiri
DAY 4: BANLUNG – MONDULKIRI (B)
Departure for Sen Monorom capital of the province of Mondulkiri. This province is partly the border
with Vietnam, it is isolated and sparsely populated and very interesting, forested with many waterfalls.
This is one of the highest inhabited point of Cambodia (1000M of altitude) and cooler than Phnom Penh
in summer, making it a resort in the hot season for Cambodia. (Few western tourists visit this region)
The ethnic groups in particular customs and perennial Phnongs which inhabit the regions in long houses
where leaving dozens of people are. Many jar (some from hundred years old) for alcohol and rice and
traditional different gongs, are the most valuable possessions.
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Overnight at Mondulkiri
DAY 5: MONDULKIRI (B)
Breakfast, we start to ride on elephant from a tribal village. Walk in the countryside about 2 hours
through forests, small groups of tribal houses and waterfalls. Three-quarters of the province are
protected territory (we can also offer you a full day elephant) in the depths of the forest, there are
tigers, leopards, elephants, gibbons and wild oxen, and it is nature in its purest form. Then visit some
houses including ethnic longhouses Phnongs tribes.
Afternoon see great Bousra waterfalls by a dirt track through the chaotic toddler’s villages (slow drive on
rainy days because the track is slippery). The BOUSRA waterfalls are very beautiful and very popular,
Back to Sen Monorom.
Overnight at Mondulkiri
DAY 6: SEN MONOROM - PHNOM PENH - DEPARTURE (B)
Breakfast. Departure by private van and English speaking guide to Phnom Penh (6 to 7 hours’ drive).
Upon arrival, transfer to hotel. And then transfer to Phnom Penh airport flight at 16:45 hrs to Sapin. End
tour airport!!

1/. Optional for Spanish speaking guide

Hotel
3* Hotel

QUOTE ON US DOLLAR
2 Adults
$ 610/person

Single SUPP
$ 80

QUOTE ON US DOLLAR
2 Adults
$ 505/person

Single SUPP
$ 80

2/. Optional for English speaking guide

Hotel
3* Hotel

HOTEL:
A/. Phnom Penh Hotel;
-

3* Hotel

: Salita Hotel, www.salitahotel.net
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B/. Rattanakiri Hotel;
-

: Yeak Loam Hotel , https://yeakloamhotel.com/

3* Hotel

C/. Mondulkiri Hotel;
-

3* Hotel

: Monorum Motel , TBA

Package include
-

05nights accommodation on twin/double
sharing room
Daily breakfast
Private transfer and sightseeing with car A/C
Local English/Spanish speaking guide
All entrance fee as mention on itinerary
City tour
02bottle of drinking water/day/person
All tax

Package exclude
-

Flight in/out Cambodia
Visa fee
personal expenses
Tipping for guide & driver
Optional tour beside itinerary
All meals
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